We discuss the possibility of neglecting poles of the effective interaction defined in a previous paper. In order to use model spaces which are not completely known we generalized the definition of the effective interaction considering as an example the self energy operator for the retarded Green-function.
Introduction
This is a second paper in which we investigate the characteristics of effective interactions in nuclear models, used in calculating matrix elements of the Green-operator. In the first paper 1 we discussed the connection between the size and the position of the energy interval in which the model should be valid and the space of the model states. Two problems are to be discussed in this paper. In Section 4 we use, as an example, the model space spanned with the states | 0). Here, j 0) is the exact ground state of the system with N -1 nucleons. We attain information concerning the energy dependence of the "self energy operator" of the retarded Green-function, which can be understood as the one particle potential in the shell model for nuclei.
In another paper 5 we already used the quasiparticle-quasihole space in order to investigate the energy dependence of the effective interaction in MLGDAL's 6 quasiparticle theory.
Definition of the Effective Interaction; Neglection of Poles
In A we defined the effective interaction T x
Here we have split the Hamiltonian H in an unperturbed part H0 and the residual interaction V. The operator V 1 has to be chosen in such a way that the effective interaction is weakly energy dependent in the interesting domain
The 
P G(W)P = P G0(W) +G0{W) PT l {W) PG(W)P.
For the matrix elements this means
In order to make practical use of T 1 , in calculating matrix elements of the Green-operator or the T operator in the energy interval I WX<W<W,, (2.12)
we must demand a weak energy dependence of
,1 (IF) in this interval. If we thus replace T X (W)
in the interval I by an energy independent effective interaction, it is sufficient for the calculation of the approximate energy eigenvalues. In determining the residues of the matrix elements of the Green-operator, we need the linear term of the Taylor-series for
in which W0 is one point in I. Consequently, the operator c V 1 must be chosen in such a way, that no poles of T X (W) appear within or nearly the interval I. The problem of the choice of V 1 has been discussed in detail in A.
Practically only specific kinds of states can be described within a certain model. 
The effective interaction, which we can now construct for the reduced system using our model space, 
The Diagonalization of the Green Operator in Model Space; Other Generalized Effective Interactions
We now extend our theory somewhat. The roots of r]x{W) appear at the eigenvalues of H 1 .
The eigenstates \r\x(W))
should fulfill the usual normalization relation
{ridW) \V'\r,k'(W)) = I(Vx(W)\X") {X"\m'W))=dn'. (3.7)
X"
Using the unitary transformation with the matrix U
Vu-{W) = (X\m-{W)), (3.8)
we can diagonalize the Green-operator within the model space.
Ix,(vx(W) I)(\G(W)\x") {rI(W)>
= Vi(r)*u'. 
W->E0 + £x
Similar to the way, the finite Fermi momentum kp limits the quasiparticle excitations to momenta outside of the Fermi sphere in the infinite system, the permitted excitation energies in the finite system become limited by the condition
ex^E0(N)-E0(N-l).
(4.10)
Summary and Discussion
In this paper we were primarily concerned with the following problems.
If T i (w), the effective interaction, has poles within or below the considered energy interval, we are able to help ourselves by using a reduced model in which we exclude the calculation of the correspond- we do not want to prefer his justification, but would rather state that there are various possibilities.
In another paper 5 
